
Worry-free transportation is here.
Transportation is our core business. Let us shoulder the risks  
of transport, so you don’t have to. With Clark Freightways’  
dedicated fleet, we can customize a solution for your transpor-
tation needs, ranging from the simple to the complex. Our fleet 
capacity, industry-leading technology, service capabilities, and 
impressive transportation network can all be put to use to solve 
your transport requirements in an efficient, cost-effective way. 

We’re ready to carry the burden.
Clark’s Dedicated Transportation Services can help you manage 
costs by assuming most of the risks of transportation, including 
compensation, cargo liability, insurance coverage, asset investment, 
and maintenance. With Clark, you also have access to our trans-
portation network serving over 600 communities throughout 
British Columbia.
Need more cargo space? No problem. We guarantee to provide 
both enough capacity for all your transportation needs as well 
as the flexibility to handle capacity increases when you have 
more to ship.

Dedicated Transportation Services (DTS)
Are unpredictable and inconsistent transportation costs eating into your profits? All too often, in-house  
transportation can end up costing much more than you ever intended. While many think it’s more cost-effective  
to manage transportation in-house, that’s often not the case. The costs associated with managing a private fleet  
are many, including equipment investment and maintenance, driver training and wages, and insurance coverage.  
And when the unpredictable happens, the risks associated with your fleet could spin out of control and cost you 
more than you planned for.

Managing the costs of transportation doesn’t have to be a guessing game. Why invest your time and money  
in an in-house fleet and employee division when you could put that time and money into managing and building 
your core business?
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What makes Clark Freightways your best choice?
Our people make the difference.
Our drivers are some of the most highly trained professionals  
in the industry. To provide you with the best service possible, we 
maintain detailed job descriptions and a comprehensive training 
program specific to our drivers, with regular reviews and up-
dated special training as required. All of our drivers are required 
to achieve a high level of competency during their training.

Your products are in good hands.
We have the experience and expertise to handle your dedicated 
transportation needs. With over 50 years of experience handling 
fresh and frozen goods, Clark leads the industry in temperature-
controlled transportation and distribution. We wrote the book  
on HACCP-compliant best practices for handling perishable  
commodities. Your fresh and frozen products are safe in our  
hands from the moment they ship out to the moment they  
arrive at their destination. Temperature-controlled cross-docking 
throughout our network of facilities ensures correct product 
handling each step of the way. We also offer short-term storage 
when needed.

Shipping is easier than ever with Clark Freightways’ Web Services, 
enabling you to create and store interactive Web Bills of Lading 
and labels online, track shipments in real-time, receive real-time 
delivery confirmation and invoices through email, and retrieve 
Proofs of Delivery and Bills of Lading online.

We offer peace of mind by taking care of all your transportation 
needs, so you can take care of what you do best.
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